
Get ready to blast 
off to the final 
frontier with two 
new Star Trek 
versions of Fluxx! 
Star Trek Fluxx 
features characters 
from The Original 
Series, including 
Spock, Uhura, and 
Scotty; while Star 
Trek: The Next 
Generation Fluxx 

Get the MacGuffin
A quick game where 
players do their best to 
make clever use of a 
limited hand of cards 
ranging from ridiculously 
powerful to just ridiculous. 
A calculated risk might 
gain you the coveted 
MacGuffin, but can you 
hold onto it until last card 
is played? Is it even out 
there at all? Game play is 
simple: on your turn, play 
a card either to the table in 
front of you (if the card is 

NEW GAMES FROM 
LOONEY LABS!

Star Trek Fluxx and
Star Trek: The Next 

Generation Fluxx

Anatomy Fluxx
Anatomy Fluxx is the 
newest addition to our 
education line and takes 
you deep into the human 
body. From Bones to Blood 
Vessels, Anatomy Fluxx is 
packed with all the body 
bits that keep you ticking. 
But be on the lookout for 
Virus, Mutation, and 
Bacteria Creepers! Plus,  

        an Object) or make an 
immediate use of its power (if it’s an Action). When 
you’re out of cards, you’re out of luck!

          two Learning Rules will get        
 your Brain in gear with anatomical trivia. Anatomy    
 Fluxx — for external use only!

features characters from ST:TNG, including Troi, 
Riker, and Worf! Kirk or Picard? TOS or TNG? 
Looney Labs’ prime directive is: BOTH! 

Fairy Tale Fluxx and 
Mary Engelbreit 

Loonacy

heart! Mary Engelbreit
Loonacy features art from some of Mary Engelbreit’s 
most adored pieces. When Mary Engelbreit joins 
with Looney Labs, the result is truly magical!

           We are adding six new expansion packs to our line! The Bridge Pack will 
                             allow you to shuffle the two Star Trek decks together, the Black Knight
           pack will be a new expansion for Monty Python Fluxx, Nano Blanks will
allow players to create their own custom stories for Nanofictionary, the Creeper Pack will add Creepers to the 
base Fluxx game, the FireflyTM Upgrade Pack will add new cards to the ‘verse, and the Zendo Rules pack will 
add new secret rules to extend Zendo play — all in time for the holidays! Expansions make great stocking stuffers!   

Six New Expansion Packs!

More information for media can be found at 
www.looneylabs.com/media-coverage!

Mary Engelbreit’s 
illustrations now 
brighten the cards 
of Fairy Tale Fluxx 
and Mary Engelbreit 
Loonacy!

Fairy Tale Fluxx 
features characters 
from some of your 
favorite childhood 
stories. It’s great for 
kids and kids-at-  

Known for her rich, upbeat 
calendars and greeting cards,
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